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On higher order distortion as related to wave 
aberration o f the sagittal focus**

Basing on properties of wave aberration of the sagittal focus an analytic expression for fifth-order distortion 
has been derived, which included the field curvature and astigmatism of the fifth-order as well as a perturbing 
function. The dependence of the higher order distortion upon that of fifth order as a function of Z' has been ana
lysed for a number of optical system types. From the investigations carried out it follows that the dependence 
is quasi-linear, thus it may be employed for examination of higher order aberrations. The function Z may be also 
used for correcting the field aberrations of optical systems.

1. Introduction

In the paper [1] a method has been proposed, 
which simplifies in an essential way the analysis 
of the influence of the higher order aberrations 
on the correction of optical systems. While inves
tigating the properties of the sagittal focus 
wave aberrations of fifth order it has been 
stated that there exists an approximately linear 
dependence between the aberrations of orders 
higher than fifth and the term F. The pro
perties of this term have been examined for 
a most representative groups of photographic, 
telescopic and microscopic objectives. The de
viation from the linearity for 90"/, of the 
field of view area proved not to exceed 8"/, 
(with the exception of 1.5"/, cases). Because 
of this practical linearity dependence the ex
pression for F  may reflect the character of 
aberrations of order higher than fifth. The 
properties of the term F  encouraged us to con
tinue the examinations for an astigmatic beam. 
Consequently, the respective expressions for 
the fifth order distortion have been derived.

2. The fifth-order distortion

Let an arbitrary ray QF of the sagittal 
astigmatic beam (fig. 1 ) be defined by the 
invariant reduced coordinates (F ,,G ,) in the
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object plane and the respective coordinates in 
the exit pupil (Z ,  Y), whereby

-  sin Mg -
F  = ------ F ; F  =  % sm Mr;:

siw tt

-  sinM. -  -  . -
(7 =  -------G ; (r =  wsmM^;

sin%

— are the distances of the intersection 
point of the principal ray with 
Gaussian plane from the optical axis.

% — paraxial aperture angle,
— paraxial sagittal aperture point,

A, — paraxial height of the sagittal ray for 
an astigmatic beam.

The principal sagittal ray of the astigmatic 
beam is thus determined by

R, =  MM,?); G, =  MM,?; Z ,  Y

in the object plane, and by F^, (2̂ , Z ',  Y ' res
pectively, in the image plane. Because of the 
lack of aberration in the diaphragm it is rea
sonable to assume for an astigmatic beam 
that in the diaphragm plane (region D) the 
sagittal paraxial height A, is equal to height 
of incidence for an aperture paraxial ray [2 ]

(^s)n *  (2 )

In the paper [2] it has been shown, that 
the object and image foci 7? and F' lie on one 
straight line passing through the centre of 
curvature of the surface (fig. 2). I t  is well 
known also that the ray passing through the
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Fig. 1. Reduced coordinates oi the sagittal ray

centre of the surface curvature is an aberration
less ray (fig. 2 ).

In fig. 2 the following quantities are marked 
as well:

s — distance of the object sagittal ray from 
the surface, measured along the principal ray,

The distorsion is by definition determined 
by the relation

- -  =  (3)

After refraction the difference of the terms 
defined by (3) before and after refraction is 
equated to

(4 )
77 H It

where d7? =  77 — 77.
The magnitude J (w-ud̂ ) should be expres

sed by the paraxial quantities with the accuracy 
up to the fifth order. From the triangle 
it follows that

—77 d8
sin(/? +  M) cos/?

Hence after multiplying both the numerator 
and denominator by %MMg it follows that:

s' — distance of the image sagittal ray from 
the surface measured along principal ray,

I, I ' — the incidence and refraction angles 
respectively of the principal ray,

d, — the distance of the projection of the 
object sagittal focus 8' on the optical axis 
from the curvature centre in the meridional 
plane.

J(T7%d77) =  —— —-d(MMMgd^). (5)
Mg cos /?

The expression

sin (/? +  M)
MgCOS /?

may be transformed to the form including the 
quantities determining the principal ray and
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the paraxial quantities. Next it may be trans
formed to the form including Hopkins inva
riants

sin (¿9 +  M) ____________ B , ___
-dg cos 9̂ d̂g cos C +  Ng ̂ g Cg sin C

NgAg— HgeosC'

where: .4, =  hf,; B, =  w sin 7; =  AgCg cos
7 -M g.

The term appearing in the formula (5) is 
expressed by the quantity d(%MMgiV($B) by 
which the wave aberration Wg of the sagittal 
focus was defined in paper [3] as a distance of 
two spheres with the centres located at the 
points B' and Q' measured along the given ray 
of the astigmatic beam. In the reduced coordi
nates it has the form

1 B ,
Wg = ----- -nMMg<5R-^. (7)

From fig. 2 we obtain

Hence 

d (%M%g <5B)

=  Dgd (w) — H d (%g) — Tr2d(%%MgM̂  ó,S) q- o (^4),

(10)

From (7) it may be found that 

^
^M-MgHg

The quantities B, Bg, M., and Ik, have the forms:

B  =łM ł(ł^-)-ół^) =  B y  +  0 (r^), 

Hg =  B r  +  0 (r^),

ĝ =  *MT +  0 (r^),

IF
1

I (^iII-t-^S'iv)T^,

with the acurracy to the terms of fourth order 
of smallness with respect to r, 0 (r*), while the 
aberration

%= 2  +  rgCosC +  dg—NóiS, (8a)

Nó<S=ż  +  ?-gCos6?-)-dg —1, (8b)

B óB  = r  +  dg —1, (8c)

dg =  s cos M —r, cos C. (8d)

Substituting (8d) to the expression (8c) and 
multiplying both sides of (8c) by %MMg we get

wMMg N  riB

=  M W g  (S COS —  7*g COS C )  —  WMMg (1 —  r )

=  D g ^ -H ^ g ,

where B  =  %%(i —r); Bg =  Wgdg.
Both Dg (cf. [2]) and B  are invariant during 

refraction, thus

-D(№MMgN<hS)=Dgd(%) —Dd(Mg). (9)

The term for directional cosine N  with the 
accuracy to v* [4]:

N  =  1 —— ̂ ir^  +  ̂ r  ^ R y  +  MiSi—^ # ^ 7 ^  +

+  b ( r l ,

allows to write the formula (9) in the form 

d (%%Mg N M )

A

^  =  A*7  7̂  ^  (^in +  ^iv) +  0 (r*). 
2% %  ̂ ^

This allows to write (10) in the form 

d (%M%g <5B)

=  [ D g d ( M ) - . D d ( M g ) ]  -

1 ^
J^*(Bm +  Biy) 1 Cc +

+  0 (r1 , (1 1 )

and

d (№WÓły)

B, y
Bg^g — BgCosG

[ D g d (M ) -B d (^ g ) ] -

A &-i .

4 ^  ^  ^ iv ) ^ iv )]^ -

(12)

The quantities Bg, cos G, F ,  occurring in (12) 
should be expressed with the accuracy to 
0 (y ), while /:,/77g should be expressed with the 
accuracy to 0 (r*):

sin 7

=  d(WMMgóB)
1

2
(M^WMMgóB)^ +  0 (r^). =  iT-

2B
(BM N  — i By — ' B̂̂ ) +  0 (T^),
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COS G 3. Numérica! results

A^o — A^M-j-----
4  ̂ R

] 4
(yRv +  <7 3 i ) k  + 0M ),

R  =  — Mr -

R
(M /S y  +  M ^ )  + 0  ( r ^ ) ,

A.
R, R r

-X

^ ̂  ^ *]— ^  (A ̂ SjH

ł - }ARy R  + 0 (F ) .

The respective transformation of the for
mulae (11) and. (12) yields the distortion of 
fifth order in the form:

J (%M ti??)

=  Z ] j F  +  R +  F ) -  j  F  ¡ M ^  (Rill +  ¿?iv) -

A-i

* *^ A ^  (^111 +  ̂ iv)
1

where F , a, F  denote respectively the field 
curvature of fifth order, generalized astigma
tism, and the perturbing term, determined in
[4] . Simultanously Z is equal to

x (? '+  ^ - A y ^ j -

1 f 3
----z "  \ 2 ^  "t—r X

i f  ( ^

x [3A (^m d -^y )]j^T ^^ . (i4)

Variables in the region of third order occur 
with the Gaussian approximation, for instance 
Rg =  R, R  =  R , A„ =  A, iq, =  M and so on, and 
the equation (14) takes the well-known form
[5 ] :

Z t ( M M ^ )  =  c  +

- t - y M 'z l^ j^ A (M - f )^ .  (15)

i]+ 0 (F ), (13)

The examination of the expression (13) has 
been preceded by a number of numerical calcu
lations. The results obtained allowed to deter
mine the quantity JR, i.e. a difference between 
the distortion calculated trigonometrically and 
that evaluated from (13). The dependence of 
this difference upon the value of perturbance 
Z', where

- - A

ž '  " V ^ F t — —— — ̂ M̂  (<Sin +  ̂ iv)
3R  4R % 1

R-I

- 4 ^ ( a n i  +  <Siv)} ^ + " (^ )
1

has been examined.
The exemplified results obtained have been 

presented in the graphs for various objectives 
namely:

— photographic objectives like:
a) symmeric aplanat of /-number V  

=  3, 2 w =  30° (field angle), (fig. 3),
b) objective of great speed V  =  2, and 

small field angle, 2 w =  12° (fig. 4),
c) Celora, V  =  3, 5, 2 w =  40° (fig. 5),
d) wide-angle objective, V  =  18, 2 w 

=  100° (fig. 6)
— microscopic objectives of magnification

5x:
a) achromat (fig. 7),
b) planachromat (fig. 8),

— microscopic objectives of magnification 
20x:

a) achromat (fig. 9),
b) planachromat (fig. 10),

— microscopic objectives of magnification 
40x:

a) achromat (fig. 11),
b) planachromat (fig. 12).

The analysis carried out shows that the 
deviation from the extrapolated linearity in the 
whole field of view does not exceed 5"/. for

a) Photographic objectives, symmetrical aplanat 
b) Dependence of higher order distortion AD on the values 

of Z  and
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Fig. 4.
a) High speed photographic objective of small field of view
b) Dependence of higher order distortion AD upon the

magnitudes Z  and F"

Fig. 5.
a) Celor, a photographic objective 

b) Dependence of higher order distortion AD) 
upon the values of Z  and F*

a) Wide-angle photographic objective
b) Dependence of third order distortion and 

that of both third and fifth  orders upon the field 
magnitude i f

c) Dependence of the higher order distortion (JD) 
upon the values of Z ' and F'

a) An achromatic microscopic objective of 5 x magnification
b) Dependence of third order distortion and that of both third

and fifth  orders upon the field magnitude Ff
c) Dependence of the higher order distortion (AD ) upon the

values of Z  and F*

b) Dependence of third order distorsion and that of both third
and fifth  orders upon the values of Ff

c) Dependence of higher order distortion (AD ) upon the values
Z ' and F̂
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a) Achromatic microscopic objective of 20 x magnification
b) Dependence of third order distortion and that of both

third and fifth  orders upon the values of 77
c) Dependence of higher order distortion (AD ) upon the

values of Z  and T'

a) Planachromatic microscopic objective of 20 x magnifi
cation

b) Dependence of third order distortion and that of both
third and fith orders upon the values of 77

c) Dependence of higher order distortion (AD ) upon the
values of Z  and 7̂

1

6

a) Achromatic microscopic objective of 40 x magnification
b) Dependence of third order distortion and that of both

third and fifth  orders upon the values of 77
c) Dependence of higher order distortion (AD ) upon the

40 x
b) Dependence of third order distortion and that both

third and fifth  orders upon the values of 77
c) Dependence of higher order distortion (AD ) upon the
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Fig. 13. Dependence of Z ' and R  
of the systems: uncorrected (1) 

and corrected (2)

Fig. 14.
Dependence ot the transversal aberration compo
nents upon the field magnitude 6 for fixed values 
U  =  0 . 2 ( 0 g — o.05, for an uncorrected system

Ó
Dependence of the transversal aberration compo
nent upon the magnitude 0 for fixed values H  =  0.2 

and e =  0.05, for a corrected systems

5 — Optica Applicata VII, 3
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of i f  =  0.6 and e =  0.05, for a corrected system 
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a wide class of optical systems. The method 
of calculation of field aberrations of higher 
order has been verified by comparing the 
deviations from the linearity z) I f  as a function 
of Z', and as a function oí F  for all examined 
objectives by taking account of the properties 
of wave aberration of sagittal focus. A  con
sistency up to 92"/, of cases has been stated. 
There exists a possibility of controlling the 
aberrations of order higher than fifth, which 
is offered by determining both the functions 
mentioned above as determined by the paraxial 
parameters. This possibility has been used for 
correction of a microscopic ocular of 8* magni
fication. The tables 1 and 2 as well as fig. 13 
present the parameters of the uncorrected and 
corrected systems as well as the dependence 
of Z ' on the field angle. The method used has 
been verified by determining the values of the 
Buchdahl coefficients of third and fifth orders 
(tab. 3) and transversal aberrations including 
third, fifth and seventh orders, respectively, 
presented in figs. 14a, b, c and d. The results 
obtained are consistent with the aberrations 
calculated basing on the Buchdahl series. The
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Table 1

Parameters of corrected system

\  Surface 
num- 

\  ber 
Рага- \  
meter \

1 2 3 4 5 6

7* 0.961 5.95 0.4 0.226 -0.64
77 1 1.78446 1 1.72802 1.5037 1

0.092 1.068 0.074 0.114 0

Table 3

Values of the third and fifth order coefficients for an uncorrected and corrected
systems, respectively

<h <5з <5з <34 <5. /n ¡Mg ¡"s

Uncorrected
system

8.58 3.92 1.98 0.83 0.95 63 .3 77.5 53.0

Corrected
system

3.93 2.31 1.35 0.79 0.64 + 42.2 +  31.1 +  19.7

/̂ 4 ^5 ¡Mg ¡M? ¡Mg P9 ¡Mio /+1 ¡"12

Uncorrected
system

69.0 27.4 45.1 29.3 2 0 .0 0 .83 11.3 9 .25 1.92

Corrected
system

7.7 0 .755 3.93 2 .92 2 .62 2.51 1.57 0 .39 0.07

adventage of the former method is that it 
requires neither the calculations of Buchdahl' 
aberrational coefficients, nor the analysis of 
contributions of particular orders of aberrations 
made for a wide range of p, if ,  and 6 parameters.

optimized this method allows an uncomplex 
intervention of the designer (the choice of 
a proper direction of changes) as well as permits 
to estimate the working region of the system, 
for which the higher order aberrations do not 
influence the correction.

4. Conclusions

The proposed method elaborated, based on 
paraxial calculations does not require either 
determination of the aberration series coeffi
cients or the transversal aberrations, and there
fore is useful for correction of optical systems. 
In the case when the optical system is to be

Дисторсия высших пядов с использованием 
свойств волновой аберрации сагитального 

фокуса

Исходя из свойств волновой аберрации сагитального 

фокуса, введено аналитическое выражение на дисторсию 

пятого ряда, содержащее кривизну и астигматизм пятого
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ряда, а также функцию искажения X '. Исследовалась за
висимость дисторсии высших рядов, чем пятый от X ' для 
Многих типов оптических систем. Из проведенных иссле
дований вытекает, что эта зависимость является квази
линейной. Её Можно использовать для исследований абер
рации высших рядов. Функция X ' может быть также исполь
зована в процессе коррекции полевых аберраций опти
ческих систем.
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